Experience nature package

Our home is in the middle of the forest, in the middle of nature where
you only hear the calming sound of the flowing river, the wind rattling
the leaves and the birds singing in the trees. And yet so close to
communication and two different airports….
Roger and Janneke welcome you to WhereTheWild RiverRuns! We are located att the foot
of Swedish Lapland, only 40 minutes from Umeå airport and 580 km from Stockholm.
At your stay you can enjoy the silence, experience nature, meet the wild animals around us
in a save and secure way with a professional guide and you don’t have to worry about a
thing. Our package is a combination of a genuine, lovely accommodation with walking
distance to the river that offers great natural experiences in wildlife, together with comfort
and a cosy fireplace and good local food.
The packages we offer are available all year round, and depending on the season we change
the different possibilities of the guided tours. And of course, we can always adapt to your
special wishes. Please have a look on our website www.wherethewildriverruns.com or
www.WTWRR.com for contact and other ideas and possibilities .

Experience nature package

In June, July, August and September we offer you a package that combines your comfort
staying with two days with a guide who shows you the most beautiful places and takes you
for example on a fantastic tour along the river with our raft.

The guide also takes you on a wilderness safari where you have the chance to really meet
some of the animals who are living around us in the forest! You get to learn a lot about
their behavior and how to recognize and follow their tracks.
Our guided tours are suitable for everyone and we can adapt them after your wishes, quiet
and relaxed or more intense and exciting trips.
There are two choices;
The Basic experience nature package
A package including accommodation (5 days) and two days all-inclusive guidance with
outdoor lunch and Swedish ‘’fika’’
Special price with code: ‘vakantiebeurs’ (Price based on 4 persons) 650,- Euro/person

the more inclusive experience nature package
a package including accommodation (5 days),breakfast package, two 3 course dinners with
local food, 1 grill-night two days and 1 evening all-inclusive guidance with outdoor lunch
and Swedish ‘‘fika’’
Special price with code:‘vakantiebeurs’ (price based on 4 persons) 910,- Euro/person
(For both packages, possibly more children can be booked for a reduced rate)

Welcome to spend a week with high service, quality,local food and focus on recreation, experience
and being together in a relaxed atmosphere.
We both speak English and Janneke also speaks Dutch
Not included:
- Food and beverages outside the program
- Outdoor clothes, suitable for the weather and temperature. Stable waterproof hiking
shoes
Data:
From 10 juli -23 september
It is possible to extend your visit for 25 euros per night per person
We can arrange your transport from and to the airport. (40 minutes transfer from Umeå
airport or Örnsköldsvik airport)
We also can help you with car rental if necessary.

